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Fingerprints and FEITIAN enter partnership to launch contactless biometric 

payment card integrating T-Shape 

World-leading biometrics company, Fingerprint Cards AB (Fingerprints™) and FEITIAN, a leading provider of user 

authentication and transaction security of China, enter a partnership which will see Biometrics by Fingerprints in 

contactless payment cards by FEITIAN. The card is integrating the T-Shape™ module which is part of the 1300-

series from Fingerprints. It has ultra-low power consumption and is tailored to be integrated in smartcards using 

standard processes. 

"We chose biometric technology from Fingerprints as they have the leading power consumption solution on the 

market and proven cutting-edge biometric performance, and hence offers the contactless smartcard market an 

irresistible biometric solution", says Yan Yan, Vice President at FEITIAN. 

“We are pleased to collaborate with FEITIAN in our continuation to extend our partnerships with card 

manufacturers around the world and to see our uniquely designed T-Shape in the hands of more and more 

customers”, say Thomas Rex, SVP Business Line Smartcards at Fingerprints. 

The card will be demonstrated during the Trustech event in Cannes. 
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About FEITIAN  
FEITIAN Technologies is a public company incorporated in China (SZSE: 300386). Headquartered in Beijing in 1998, the 
company has consistently been ranked as the leading security supplier of online user authentication and payment 
transaction with our easy-to-use, strongly-secure, hardware-based turnkey solution. FEITIAN’s international business served 
customers in over 150 countries. Dedicated commitment to protect identity and secure access to online applications has 
been company’s focus since it was established. With the leading role of online security device provider, FEITIAN company 
serves global customers with its professionalism, technology expertise, vast experiences and the comprehensive strength in 
multi-factor authentication, FIDO U2F and FIDO2, public key infrastructure (PKI) initiatives, online banking, mobile 
identification, cloud authentication, EMV payment card & terminal, powered smart card featuring dynamic code display, BLE 
connection and biometric authentication, and advanced crypto & key management. 
 
About Fingerprints  
Fingerprint Cards AB (Fingerprints) – the world’s leading biometrics company, with its roots in Sweden.  
We believe in a secure and seamless universe, where you are the key to everything. Our solutions are found in hundreds of 
millions of devices and applications, and are used billions of times every day, providing safe and convenient identification and 
authentication with a human touch. For more information visit our website, read our blog, and follow us on Twitter.  
Fingerprints is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm (FING B). 
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